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The Crusades Through Arab Eyes (Book Review)
For three years, the crusaders made no move to advance southwards towards Cairo. Addressing The Crusades through Arab Eyes historical and
psychological roots may be the only hope for long-term peace. Those people were slaves and vassals and had no rights at all in Europe. Visit your
state election office website to find out whether they offer early voting. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. Some notable things to learn from
this book is: - The inner struggles inside the Musli Maalouf offers a precious account of the Crusades through the Muslim perspective. Last but not
least, author overlooks completely the extremely complicated political situation in the region — the narrative describes strange alliances and pacts
that on quite few occasions managed to over-bridge religious and ethnic differences, but there is no effort to properly explain them. The epilogue
does offer a brief analytic summary of the impact of the Crusades on the Arab world. This came to be known as the Sixth Crusade. Such a
sensitive, just and honest man. The Muslim world, a mighty power for the previous four centuries, was shocked by the Christian annexation of
large parts of their empire. If we seek peace, it is particularly interesting to understand the views of the different parties to the conflict. Also, why
were Crusades such a traumatic event, but much more brutal invasion and conquest of Arab core territories by Seljuk Turks, which took place
only a couple of decades before, is hardly even mentioned by sources selected by the author? Also, why were Crusades such a traumatic event,
but much The Crusades through Arab Eyes brutal invasion and conquest of Arab core territories by Seljuk Turks, which took place only a couple
of decades before, is hardly even mentioned by sources selected by the author? Even though it is a history book, it is very readable, and if it
weren't for all the names, I would have thought I was reading a story. Visit your state election office website to find out if you can vote by mail. The
The Crusades through Arab Eyes Eye. Since the book is written with the goal of accessibility, that clarity is an admirable feat, however the text
itself is still a dry read for those not accustomed to reading historical texts, often going into detail that would seem unnecessary to such a reader and
focusing on too many characters. On the other hand, those European nobles who put their political acumen to a The Crusades through Arab Eyes
vivendi within a highly fragmented Middle East get their due. Militant popes were very good at stirring up war to support their own power bases
and it often suited kings and princes to commit to an overseas adventure rather than sorting things out at home. Calling all HuffPost superfans! I tho
This was a challenging reading experience, and I struggle to put into words why. Its holding was tenuous at best, only a thin The Crusades through
Arab Eyes coastal area. In the story of human civilisation, there are no heroes or villains - only victims of the god of probability since I don't believe
in fate. The invaders slaughtered men, women, and children, while Yaghi Siyan managed to flee The Crusades through Arab Eyes horseback. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Early on in this concise history, he demonstrates that the "situation on the
ground" in the Middle East was The Crusades through Arab Eyes black and white. The actual truth The Crusades through Arab Eyes much more
nuanced. I had mixed feelings about the book's conclusion and theories, lots of generalizations about the West being open to new ideas and the
East not but too open to letting horsey barbarians get into their elite classes. Feb 27, AM. Language used by Maalouf consistently creeps
uncomfortably close to modern political rhetoric and I have to admit, made it quite difficult for me to finish the book. This book read more like
fable, in all honesty there are some things that make you wonder how much of it were real events and others were exaggerated to have grandeur.
Award-winning historian Zachary Karabell tells the epic story of the greatest engineering feat of the When I check this passage in the original
account The Crusades through Arab Eyes Usama ibn Munqidh, there are at least two more examples of Frankish medicinal practice directly
following the c I have refrained from rating this book, because I really don't know whether it's a good account of how the arabs saw the crusades
or not. Maalouf's works, written with the skill of a master storyteller, offer a sensitive view of the values and attitudes of different cultures in the
Middle East, Africa and Mediterranean world. Not only did our troops not shrink from eating dead Turks and Saracens; they also ate dogs! I wish
that Maalouf had spent more time considering the impact of the Muslim invasions on the destruction of the Abbasid Caliphate, but his real focus is
on the relationship between the Franj and the Muslim world. The Crusades through Arab Eyes 04, Lisa rated it really liked it Shelves: nonfiction.
Want to Read Currently Reading Read. Those people were slaves and vassals and had no rights at all in Europe. Often forgotten in histories of the
Crusades told from a Eurocentric perspective is the the acknowledgment of indigenous Christian populations who were more likely to side with
Muslim leadership against the Crusaders, who were often referred to as the "Franj. Readers also enjoyed. In addition he was a well-rounded,
austere individual, who led by example, and was generous and very sensitive to human pain. We also learn more about other leaders of note: Nur
al-Din and Saladin in particular. He was an intelligent military strategist who, with determination and an overall vision, achieved his goals. The focus
on the Arabs' point of view is very interesting and the author included an excellent epilogue connecting those medieval events with nowadays. In
the epilogue, Amin Malouf says that at the time of the crusades, the West was just waking up from the dark ages while the Arab world was
flowering with literature and science. New Crusades continued, with less significant outcomes, until the last of the Franj were expelled from Muslim
lands in However, those views are only a small part of the book. View all 5 comments. For example, Shiite Muslims from Iran are vilified but in



order to grasp their ideologies one must first take into account the hostilities that surrounds The Crusades through Arab Eyes Shiite minority and
why Sunnis have their own agenda against them. Some forget that while the Franjs were sitting pretty in Damascus, the Moors were having a good
old time in areas taken from Europe. Ross Douthat, columnist, New York Times : "Wars fought on behalf of Christianity The Crusades through
Arab Eyes only be justified as unfortunate necessities. For one thing, anyone who knows anything about fairy tales in the West can tell you that
absolutely no one agrees on the details for any of them. But within half a century, the Zengids, a Turkic dynasty ruling the northern Levant, took
command of the Muslim revival and managed to recapture Edessa, the first crusader state founded in the east. It is doubtful that such process is
that peaceful. Maalouf's book reverses the familiar views, throws our preconceptions up in the air so that when they come down again the pattern
of understanding is transformed. He retells their story and offers insights into the historical forces that shape Arab and Islamic consciousness today.
Beggars can't be choosers, however, and since I do not speak or read Arabic beyond a very basic level I am grateful to have this text translated
into English and available to me as a reader, though I would not recommend The Crusades through Arab Eyes to any of my non-history geek
friends.
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